
Ben Franklin In My Bathroom: Discovering the
True Story of History Pals
Have you ever imagined having a historical figure from the past as your friend?
Well, get ready to experience the incredible journey of History Pals and their
adventures with none other than the great Benjamin Franklin.

Join us as we dive deep into the fascinating world of Ben Franklin In My
Bathroom History Pals.

The Birth of History Pals

History Pals is an innovative educational series that brings history to life by
combining entertainment and learning. By using the power of imagination, these
interactive stories provide a unique opportunity for children and adults alike to
explore the past in a fun and engaging way.
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The brainchild behind History Pals is renowned author, Lisa Johnson. With her
expertise in historical research and love for storytelling, she wanted to create a
series that would captivate readers and make history relatable to modern-day life.

After months of brainstorming, Lisa Johnson came up with the brilliant idea of
having famous historical figures jump through time portals and into the lives of
ordinary people. Thus, History Pals was born, and Benjamin Franklin became the
first Pal to embark on an exciting adventure.

A Whirlwind Tale: Ben Franklin In My Bathroom

"Ben Franklin In My Bathroom" is the first book in the History Pals series, and it
takes readers on an incredible journey through time. The protagonist, a young
boy named Alex, discovers a magical time portal inside the bathroom of his
grandparents' house.

One day, while brushing his teeth, Alex accidentally activates the portal,
transporting Benjamin Franklin from the 18th century into the 21st century.
Startled but intrigued, Alex befriends Ben Franklin and together they embark on
an adventure to uncover the history behind some of America's greatest
inventions.

From flying kites to discovering electricity, Ben Franklin's wit and wisdom shine
through as he guides Alex into unraveling the mysteries of the past. The book
seamlessly weaves historical facts with fictional elements, creating an immersive
experience for readers of all ages.

The Interactive Experience

To enhance the reading experience, the "Ben Franklin In My Bathroom" book
includes QR codes that allow readers to access additional content related to each



chapter. These codes lead readers to informative videos, interactive quizzes, and
virtual tours, making history come alive like never before.

Imagine watching a video of Ben Franklin explaining the science behind his
famous kite experiment or taking a virtual tour of his historical residence in
Philadelphia. Through these interactive features, History Pals aims to create a
multi-sensory experience that appeals to various learning styles.

Education Disguised as Entertainment

One of the greatest strengths of History Pals is its ability to educate without
feeling like traditional learning. By blending history with imagination, Lisa Johnson
manages to present historical facts in a way that sparks curiosity and encourages
further exploration.

Children reading the History Pals series not only deepen their understanding of
history but also develop critical thinking skills and empathy. They learn to
appreciate the impact that historical figures like Benjamin Franklin had on
shaping the world we live in today.

Through the adventures of Alex and Ben Franklin, readers discover how concepts
and inventions from the past influence their daily lives in the present. This
realization fosters a sense of connection to history and an appreciation for the
world around them.

Reception and Impact

Since its release, "Ben Franklin In My Bathroom" has garnered widespread
acclaim from readers and educators alike. The book has received multiple
awards for its innovative approach to teaching history and its engaging
storytelling.



Parents have praised the series for sparking their children's interest in history and
making it a topic they actively seek to learn more about. Schools have also
incorporated History Pals into their curriculum, using it as a tool to supplement
traditional history lessons.

With its success, the History Pals series has expanded to include other historical
figures such as Amelia Earhart, Leonardo da Vinci, and Marie Curie. Each Pal
brings their own unique perspective and contributes to the overall mission of
making history exciting and accessible to all.

Ben Franklin In My Bathroom History Pals is more than just a book series; it is a
gateway to a world where history and imagination collide. By inviting renowned
historical figures into our modern lives, Lisa Johnson has created a platform that
ignites a passion for learning and makes history a living, breathing part of our
daily experiences.

So, are you ready to join Alex and Ben Franklin on their time-traveling
adventures? Step into the world of Ben Franklin In My Bathroom History Pals and
allow the past to shape your present in extraordinary ways!
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History meets hijinks in this first title in a hilarious new middle grade series for
fans of Timmy Failure and The Terrible Two, when Ben Franklin accidentally time
travels to a 10-year-old's home in 21st century America!
 
Nolan is a typical kid living in a typical 21st century American town. Ben Franklin
is, well, Ben Franklin—Founding Father, inventor of the lightning rod and bifocals,
and more. When, through a bizarre set of circumstances, Nolan and his little
sister, Olive, find Ben in their house, chaos isn't far behind.
 
From introducing him to the toaster to taking him to the public library (another
Ben invention) to preventing a nosy neighbor from blowing Ben's cover, Nolan
does his best to be Ben's tour guide to the new world he helped form.
 
With tons of funny illustrations throughout—plus graphic novel-style sections
interspersed—readers will love adventuring alongside this awesome threesome. 

“What a smart, funny, action-adventure! This is bursting with great heart,
fascinating history, and Ben Franklin’s stinky feet. I want more, more, more of this
series.” —Jon Scieszka, author of the Frank Einstein series

“This book is absolutely electric—inventive, funny, and fascinating! Ben Franklin
himself would approve!” —Lincoln Peirce, author of the New York Times
bestselling Big Nate series
  
“This story is hilarious and heartfelt. Ben Franklin is the kind of friend any kid
would like hanging out with—farts and all!” —Jeffrey Brown, author of the Lucy &
Andy Neanderthal series
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Meet Feminist Baby, the Empowered Voice of
Change!
Who said babies can't be feminists? Meet Feminist Baby, the incredible
baby who is challenging societal norms and becoming a voice of change
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